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Mobility programs enable individuals who need mobility modifications to obtain a vehicle and
maintain a sense of independence. These programs vary in complexity and accessibility,
depending on the company and the program itself, but they all have one thing in common â€”
they strive to provide individuals with vehicles that suit their particular mobility needs. What is
BMW seeking to achieve with their mobility program and what terms need to be met to
participate in this program? Mobility programs are a program offered by automotive
manufacturers to offer a one-time reimbursement for the costs of installing adaptive equipment
into a newly purchased vehicle. Instead, eligible individuals can apply for reimbursement once
the installation is complete. The benefits offered depend on the manufacturer. How do mobility
programs define adaptive equipment? The exact details may vary from manufacturer to
manufacturer, but in general, they must meet three criteria :. Beyond that, anything from driving
controls and power seats to ramps and lifts can all fall under the umbrella of adaptive
equipment. This is by no means an all inclusive list. The potential for different types of adaptive
equipment is changing every single year, as new options and new tools become available. The
most important thing to remember is to work with licensed installers and to ensure that
everything is NHTSA approved before applying for mobility programs. The terms of a mobility
program will depend on the manufacturer, but in general you need :. The exact details will vary
depending on the manufacturer you choose as well as the terms of their mobility programs. It is
important to note that before you qualify for reimbursement through a mobility program, the
cost of installation will be out of pocket. Currently, no health insurance programs, including
Medicaid and Medicare, cover the cost of a wheelchair van or other adaptive equipment. These
programs may make it easier to obtain other medical equipment including wheelchairs. Mobility
programs help to fill in the gap between the two, allowing as many people as possible to access
the mobility aids that they need to live an independent lifestyle. There are other assistance
programs available as well. Some states offer mobility assistance or grant programs outside
what automotive manufacturers do. Veterans may also qualify for rebates to make it easier to
obtain mobility assisting equipment. If all else fails, auto loans are also an option, depending on
your credit and income. Nearly every automotive manufacturer offers some form of mobility
assistance program for individuals who purchased new vehicles from dealerships or certified
pre-owned vehicles from licensed resellers. If you need to apply for a mobility program, make
sure you talk to your dealership or certified reseller before you complete your purchase and
determine what the exact terms for your particular manufacturer might be. While it may help you
get other mobility equipment such as wheelchairs, currently no health insurance programs
cover part or all of the cost of a wheelchair van or other accessible equipment. BMW has always
exceeded expectations when it comes to innovation and luxury. It uses a combination of
touchscreens as well as rotary controls to create an easy, user friendly experience. By default,
the You can also add all sorts of different features , from fuel economy and trip data to remote
diagnostics, monitoring the health of your vehicle. Integrate it with Apple CarPlay too! The
options are limitless, especially since BMW uses state of the art technology to make their
infotainment systems work as fast as the cell phone in your pocket. No more laggy or
unresponsive systems. Vehicle diagnostics have gotten more complicated every year. When
you buy a new car, it almost feels like you need a degree in electrical engineering just to figure
out what your check engine light means. No lengthy and expensive trip to the dealership. Just a
direct answer straight from the source. Anyone who utilizes a large number of vehicles on a
regular basis can benefit from remote diagnostic technology. Traditionally, a warning light
required a trip to the dealership or at least a mechanic to figure out the actual problem. If a truck
or fleet vehicle breaks down, the downtime can get costly. It becomes even more problematic
when you look at trucking companies that are hauling tons of freight from one end of the
country to the other. Missed deadlines can result in hefty fines and even cancelled contracts in
extreme scenarios â€” even if the only problem is a broken down vehicle. Remote diagnostics
allow company and fleet owners to monitor their fleet in real time. These programs detect
issues and send alerts back to their home base. Then, if necessary, they can take the vehicle off
rotation and bring it back to base for repairs or maintenance before they break down on the
road. Connected consumer vehicles make it easier for the average driver to stay on top of what
their vehicle needs before small problems end up taking the entire vehicle off the road.
Thankfully, you can upgrade your stereo system with a bit of knowledge and elbow grease.
First, take a step back and figure out what soundsystem you currently have. This system did
include two under seat speakers in addition to the two door and two rear speakers, but did not
include any tweeters or amps. The HIFi system appeared in a great variety of models from to
and included four speakers, two under seat speakers, two 25mm tweeters and a W six-channel
amp. The best of the best, at least for the s and s, was the Premium Sound system. It included
everything from the HiFi system, as well as a number of mm midrange spread out throughout

the vehicle. It also used fiber optic cable. Next, before you start taking things apart, you need to
decide on your replacement. Are you planning on replacing just the radio in the center console
or are you doing a full rebuild, replacing the speakers, tweeters, amps and subwoofers with
something a little more in line with this decade? The state of your current sound system will
also help you determine what gets replaced. The speakers might still work but after 15 or 20
years, they may also be losing significant sound quality. Take the time to test out your system
and see what still works â€” and more importantly, what works well â€” to help you choose the
best replacements. BMW even has you covered, with their playlist of the best songs for testing
out automotive sound systems. The exact steps for removing your radio and sound system
components will vary depending on the exact year, make and model of your Bimmer. Keep your
smartphone handy and take pictures of each piece before you remove it so you can keep track
of where everything is supposed to go. Stereo and sound system installation are a fun weekend
project and installing it yourself gives you an unrivaled sense of independence and the joy of a
job well done. Unfortunately, not everyone is cut out for the DIY life, especially when it comes to
automotive electronics. There are plenty of little things that can go wrong, from a dead speaker
to a short-circuited wire setting your trunk on fire. What Defines a Mobility Program? What
Defines Adaptive Equipment? The exact details may vary from manufacturer to manufacturer,
but in general, they must meet three criteria : The equipment must be permanently installed in
the vehicle. The equipment is for a driver or passenger with a permanent disability. The
equipment is bought from a licensed equipment installer, and installed by the same. Mobility
Program Terms The terms of a mobility program will depend on the manufacturer, but in general
you need : A vehicle purchased from the dealership or certified reseller within the specified time
frame. This could be anywhere from 60 days to one year. The vehicle has to be registered to the
individual requiring mobility assistance. A detailed invoice for the equipment installation.
Looking Forward Nearly every automotive manufacturer offers some form of mobility assistance
program for individuals who purchased new vehicles from dealerships or certified pre-owned
vehicles from licensed resellers. So, what does the iDrive 7 offer and how is BMW leveraging it
for remote diagnostics? What Does iDrive 7 Offer? Decide On Your Replacement Next, before
you start taking things apart, you need to decide on your replacement. When to Ask For Help
Stereo and sound system installation are a fun weekend project and installing it yourself gives
you an unrivaled sense of independence and the joy of a job well done. General discussions
about BMWs, not specific to a particular model or one of our other Forums thanks to Intercity
Lines. Brake lights and Shifter light on in park Discuss turbocharging and supercharging your
BMW engine. Also force-feeding Nitrous, Propane or water. Technique Tuning - Still Discuss
"organized" racing, bmw club racing, car set-ups, driving techniques, track tips, events, driving
schools, maintenance and more thanks to Bimmerparts. Air Jack Adapter. Convertible Chassis
Discuss your car's electronics; head units, amplifiers, speakers, wiring, security, radar, etc.
Keep your BMW always looking its very best. Discuss the best detailing methods and get tips
on that prize-winning shine from Autogeek. Best vinyl cleaner? Do you need help with general
mechanical problems or have questions about maintenance procedures? E30 Driveshaft in
HELP: troubles after Do you need help with diagnostic software or have installation questions?
This is the place to post tall tales about racing. Bimmerforums does not endorse illegal street
racing. A generous bonnet, a long wheelbase and short overhangs are typically associated with
sports cars. Here they make it clear that the BMW 1 Series is similarly dedicated to driving
pleasure. It was the successor to the coupe, and has now been produced in five different
incarnations and a no less than five different bodystyles. The 4 series is the new 2 door 3 series
starting in Anyone here run rotella? From the very beginning the 5 Series has had cutting edge
styling with leading edge performance. Comfortable on a plush drive, or capable in a
performance setting, the 5 Series has always done it all. Following the success of the BMW 3.
The new 6 Series continues this impressive heritage, offering a ride that is smooth as butter
with its luxurious appointments and smooth drive train. But when asked, its hefty engine will
remind you that it is more than simply another grand tourer, but a BMW at heart. S38B38 into
my e The flagship BMW 7 Series has sparked the imagination with idea that luxury does not
have to come at the sacrifice of performance since its birth in Well appointed with thick leather,
wood trim, and more gadgets than Bond could shake a stick at, the 7 Series is the epitome of a
luxury cruiser, and a fast, well handling one at that. To this day BMW M continues to produce
some of the most highly tuned street legal cars available in full production. BMW M offers
modified engines, suspension, interior trim, aerodynamics and exterior styling. The objective of
BMW M is to sell factory production sports cars that are comfortable enough for everyday use
while offering uncompromised driving satisfaction and performance. Control arms, tie rods,
Sportier and with more car like agility than the standard SUV, with all of the hauling perks for a
more active lifestyle. Introduced in , the X5 continues to be a hit. The younger sibling, the X3,

was born in Headlight restoration The philosophy of a sports car that is also practical was born
in the , and has carried on to its successor, the 3 Series. Turbo flare trimming E3 Racer. Buy,
sell or trade your BMW car with other members. Buyer caution is urged as Bimmerforums is not
responsible for transactions made here. Buy, sell or trade your BMW goodies with other
members. Sponsor: Bavarian Auto Recycling. Single mass flywheel kit F10 Looking for FEM
module Member initiated group purchases and specials offered by our supporting vendors.
Brought to you by "eBay. Members, do you have something to say about a vendor, dealership
or shop? Supporting Vendors, do you have a product development update or a general status
update on your operation? This forum is dedicated to non BMW related items. We strongly
suggest that you use eBay to market your items due to the volume of transactions that will be
taking place. You can use this forum to post a longer description and a link to your eBay
auction or sale. General discussion and questions about what's going on in your regional area.
All your in depth conversation about video gaming and video gaming consoles. Cyberpunk
Posting pics of her Got an idea or a question about the operation of the board? Let us hear it.
Please take our surveys at your convenience. Email Notifications Remember Me? Last Post:
Brake lights and Lighting sponsored by BAVToys. Last Post: Shifter light on in park Forced
Induction. For Sale Parts Classifieds. Last Post: Technique Tuning - Still Professional
Motorsports sponsored by Bimmerworld. Last Post: Convertible Chassis Last Post: my e70 X5
35d Last Post: Best vinyl cleaner? Engine Conversions. Last Post: E30 Driveshaft in Engine
Tuning. Diagnostic Software. Kill Stories. Last Post: d es cut out. Last Post: Anyone here run
rotella? Last Post: S38B38 into my e Last Post: i gave up on my M series. Last Post: Control
arms, tie rods, Last Post: Headlight restoration Z Series. Last Post: my steel grey 2. Last Post:
Turbo flare trimming Last Post: Single mass flywheel kit Other Items. Video Gaming. Last Post:
Posting pics of her Last Post: Email Notifications What's Going On? Forum Threads. All times
are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. All logos are registered trademarks of their
official owners. Digital Point modules: Sphinx-based search. The best blackfridaydeals on the
net! Big blackfridaydeals from Advance Auto Parts. Get your cleaning game sorted before the
winter hits with autoguide and chemicalguys. What does everyone think about the new iX?
Cleaning gear ain't cheap but our pals at AutoGuide. Gaskets need replacing? This handy
online tool can help you find exactly what you need, so you can get back on the road. Drag
racing never looked so fun m3. It won't cannibalize the M4's audience, but it will need to have
some impressive performance figures. Jump to. Sections of this page. Accessibility Help. Email
or Phone Password Forgot account? See more of Bimmerfest on Facebook. Log In. Forgot
account? Not Now. Visitor Posts. Adv Ghaith Obeidat. Hi every body i am update my car ccc
unit and cid to 8. Oliveri Laihonen. The video has English subtitles! See More. Looking to
replace your brakes? Would you like a set for free? Read on. Brembo is possibly the biggest
automotive braking system manufacturer in the world. Be it high-performance cars or
superbikes, everyone swears by Brembo brakes. Brembo is also a leader in the racing sector
and has won more than Fiammenghi Italia is here to make some noise in the automotive
aftermarket with a lineup of exotic performance exhaust systems. Alright, alright, alright. Cyber
Monday deals were always going to be the bigger deal this yearâ€”another reason to love the
post office And no hybrid, either. This blog earns a commission from The time to spend all that
money you've been saving not going and buying rounds for friends is finally here. Black Friday
deals are starting Thursday and everything is Cyber Monday. That's right! Astro Cosmo Urbo
naut. The Mini Urbanaut is Mini doing Mini as a concept. A look at what its vehicles might look
like when autonomous driving becomes a thing, and we all have to live in our cars for reasons
we're not quite sure of just yet. That means things like a patio, lamps, table, and even a bed.
Which has us Good lessons here. The vogue for AWD sports cars is, in the grand scheme of
things, relatively recent. The nature of driving with four wheels rather than two means that one
of the most classic sports car show off techniques has changed. Fortunately, the BMW M8 is
capable of turning the front axle on and off, so Give your car the care it deserves. But few
deserve it more than your four-wheeled companion through thick and thin, summer, winter, and
muck and snow. You could get it done from For uh BMW's adding yet another subscription
service to the ever-increasing pile of monthly bills, but instead of just adding to your
binge-watching, this one might actually save you some money. It's a subscription service for
speed traps, says Automotive News. Using a network of radar detectors and a After looking
inside itself, BMW has four new liveries for its M4 GT4 racer next year, marking the car's fourth
year of racing without any big changes. The designs were picked through an internal contest
with 30 designers around the world participating. The global designers were judged by four
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z. Paid Partnership. When a car or truck repair is called for, a gasket represents a relatively
small expenditure that is nevertheless crucial to the successful outcome of the job. Not only do
you want a high-quality gasket for a long-lasting repair, but you also need to be sure that you
have exactly the correct Learn More. Reunited and it feels so good. BMW and Kith have just
announced a special edition of the M4 along with a special E30 M3 Ronnie Feig edition, and if
you don't recognize a bunch of those names you're not alone. That's ok, though, because we'll
explain and these are some cool Bimmers. What does this prove? That manuals are fun.
Professionalism and racing are kind of at odds because BMW has confirmed that it will make an
M version of the all-electric i4. A Performance EV! The M3 and M4 are finally here and we can
finally confirm that they will, in fact, be beasts. The M4 meanwhile will start at 71, 72,, once
destination is factored in and will get the same engine as the

